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English Program. Studies in British and American Language and Literature
113, XXX-XXX. This paper investigates the perceptions of students and

teachers regarding the peer editing component of a Freshman English program

in a national university in the Republic of Korea. The goal of this program

was to promote the English performance skills needed in college and in

professional careers, so a task-based, holistic approach was adopted, in which

autonomy, reduction of affective barriers, learning strategies, and holistic

development, featured strongly. In this context, peer editing offered a means

of addressing written goals, having the potential to encourage collaboration,

critical thinking, reflection, and responsibility in the writing process. This study

reports on findings obtained from a student questionnaire and a subsequent

teachers’ focus group on the questionnaire results. Discussion of the data,

which led to formative modification of the program, showed a teacher/student

consensus on the benefits of peer editing, along with recommendations for

a diversity of approach.
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1. Introduction

The university Freshman English program at the heart of this study

was recently commissioned to include a significant written component in

addition to development of oral skills. This departure from the ‘Conversation

* This research was supported by Kyungpook National University Research

Fund, 2013.
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English’ paradigm that has predominated over the past 20 years in Korea

reflects a trend towards promotion of productive skills in English language

teaching (ELT) that can be traced back to the 6th and 7th National Curricula

(1992, 1997), which, in their emphasis on communicative competence,

“marked a revolution in the history of English in Korea” (Bokmyung Chang

2009: 87) and set the scene for reforms in textbooks, educational

broadcasting, learning centers, proficiency testing, and teacher training,

in the 1990s and the 2000s (Finch 2009).

The rationale behind the adoption of peer editing in the program

under consideration can therefore be seen as a local extension of

nation-wide reforms in the field of Teaching English as a foreign

language (TEFL) over the previous two decades, from the initiation

of Conversation English Freshman programs (1991) and the

introduction of English into the Elementary school syllabus at 3rd

grade (1997), to the Teaching English Through English (TETE)

movement (McKay 2009). The curricular revisions in 2009 and 2011

also required all students to take a course named “logic and

argumentative writing", which promoted writing skills in Korean and

therefore had an indirect influence on ELT writing. These reforms

stemmed from a growing awareness that the Grammar-Translation

Method (GTM) of teaching that predominated during the twentieth

century has resulted in a “much time spent but little achieved”

(Wang & Wang 2003) paradigm no longer appropriate for a nation of

global companies, institutions, and citizens. Feng draws attention to a

similar situation in China:

Foreign language education, particularly English as a foreign

language, has been increasingly perceived by Chinese policy

makers and other stakeholders as crucial for the economic

development of the country and individual advancement in the

society. (Feng 2007: 2)
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This perception, aided by membership of the World Trade

Organization (WTO) in 2001 and the hosting of the Olympic Games

in 2008, led to a focus on bilingual education “which looks certain to

reshape China’s education system as a whole” (Feng 2007: 2). In

Korea, the same need for a bilingual workforce, also stimulated by

WTO membership (1995), a successful hosting of the Olympic Games

(1988), and the joint hosting of the World Cup (2002), spawned a

National English Ability Test (NEAT), designed to assess all four

macro-skills of secondary and tertiary students. Although the NEAT

was postponed and then cancelled in 2013, despite years of

preparation and piloting, the development of EFL productive skills

has gained significantly in importance in Korea, as an essential tool

for 21st century professionals (Graddol 2007). Thus, the joint

statement of the 5th APEC Education Ministerial Meeting in

Gyeongju, Korea, 2012, confirmed the economic importance of

language learning, while also emphasizing the development of logical

thinking, creativity, and flexibility for global citizens.

Further, strengthening the competencies and skills of the entire

21st century population with such qualities as critical thinking,

problem-solving, communication, and collaboration, technology

savvy, and foreign language is critical in this globalized world.

(APEC Secretariat 2014)

This pedagogic, humanistic, and utilitarian backdrop, along with the

continuing climate of reform, and the university’s requirement for the

development of academic and career-related performance English

skills, prompted a focus on higher-order thinking, autonomy,

knowledge, skills, and character, in the program under consideration,

in addition to (and as a means of realizing) its linguistic remit. The
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acquisition of learning skills was also seen as an importance part of

the program, since these would enable students to continue learning

and reskilling in the future. For this reason, peer editing was adopted

as part of the process writing approach, based on the findings of a

significant body of research identifying peer editing as an effective

means of promoting writing skills and overall language learning.

Building on previous research into peer editing in ESL and EFL

settings, most of which has been carried out with small numbers of

classes and individual teachers, this study aimed to broaden the

perspective by taking a mixed-methods, psychosocial approach to

peer response, across a university language program. This approach

aimed to investigate the opinions and perceptions of the main

participants in the learning process, acknowledging that these

subjective factors control the “what” and “how” of teaching and

learning (Finch 2012). The purpose of the study was therefore

qualitative and formative: to explore the perceived effectiveness of

peer editing in an EFL, tertiary context, and to modify the program

based on these findings.

2. Literature Review

Peer feedback has attracted a significant amount of first language

(L1) and second language (L2) research, identifying issues such as

the advantages and disadvantages of peer response, the forming of

effective groups, the training of students, and the type of activities

and methods to be used (Zhang 2011). Peer feedback has also been

compared with teacher feedback (Lundstrom & Baker 2009), with

researchers such as Rollinson (2005) claiming that when used

appropriately, peer response can be more effective than teacher

feedback in facilitating L2 writing competence as well as language
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learning improvement in general (Hu 2005).

The use of peer response in EFL writing stems not only from an

increased emphasis on groupwork, in which learning is seen as a

social event (Nauert 2009), but also from the recent attention to

reflection as a teaching/learning tool (Richards & Lockhart 1994).

These trends have occurred in parallel with the development of a

process approach to writing, in which drafts are modified, revised,

and rewritten after feedback, this having been traditionally provided

by the teacher, who helped students to check their grammar, expand

their vocabulary, express themselves meaningfully, and refine their

style. Peer feedback allows students to assume some of the teacher’s

responsibilities and expertise, fusing self/peer-assessment, discussion,

feedback, reflection, and rewriting, in the zone of proximal

development (Vygotsky 1978).

Exploring the theoretical justifications and foundations for peer

editing, Liu and Hansen identify four related and overlapping

cognitive and psycholinguistic theories: “process writing theory,

collaborative learning theory, Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal

Development, and interaction and second language acquisition

(SLA)” (Liu & Hansen 2005: 2). Guerrero and Villamil (2000) focus

on the third of these in their description of the contribution of social

interactions in writing development, finding that collaborative

attitudes and behaviors are most productive in providing the

necessary support. Spear (1988: 8) also finds that “A collaborative

model of writing is necessarily holistic and interdisciplinary” , with

teachers needing to understand the interactive and unique nature of

groups, which are “not just more than but also different from the

sum of [their] members” (Spear 1988: 7). Furthermore, Lundstrom

and Baker (2009: 30) find that “the givers, who focused solely on

reviewing peers’ writing, made more significant gains in their own

writing over the course of the semester than did the receivers, who
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focused solely on how to use peer feedback”. Results of the current

study, while confirming the importance of collaboration, suggest that

students are mostly unaware of this ‘giver’ effect; while they found

that peer editing helped them in various ways, students rarely

mentioned their own contribution to the writings of their peers.2

2.1. Advantages and disadvantages of peer editing

Peer editing has been found to have various benefits by

researchers and teachers, with Hafernik (1984) defining peer editing

as “students’ reading and commenting on classmates’ papers,” and

listing a number of advantages for L1 and ESL writing students:

It has the advantages of: adding perspective to students’

perception of the writing process, both their own and others’;

promoting student self-confidence; improving the class

atmosphere by active student involvement; and providing an

additional diagnostic and teaching tool. (Hafernik 1984: 48)

Mulligan and Garofalo (2011) also claim numerous affective and

social benefits in the EFL context, and join with other researchers in

citing reduction of anxiety, raised confidence (Johnson & Johnson

1998; Raimes 1998; Reid & Powers 1993; Rollinson 2005), increased

motivation, risk-taking and tolerance (Reid 1993), enhanced

interaction (Foster 1998), accountability, cooperation and community

(Murray 1992), independence (Rollinson 2005), meaningful revision,

and higher grades (Mulligan & Garofalo 2011: 5). Liu and Hansen

(2005) add further justifications in terms of process and learning

strategies:

2 For a review of previous research about peer response in the Korean EFL

context, see Yu Ho-jung (2013), who reviewed 32 articles from the perspective

of research and pedagogy.
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Peer response supports process writing with a focus on

drafting and revision and enables students to get multiple

feedback (e.g. from teacher, peer, and self) across various

drafts. Additionally, it builds audience awareness; helps make

reading-writing connections; and builds content, linguistic, and

rhetorical schemata through multiple exposures to a text. (Liu

& Hansen 2005: 3)

From another perspective, Spear (1988), focuses on the social and

interactive nature of groups, drawing attention to the

notional/functional and collaborative opportunities offered by peer

editing, in terms of “sharing and responding to each other’s ideas

and drafts”:

Specifically, this involves defining problems, understanding

intentions, expressing reactions, proposing alternatives, seeking

clarification, asking questions. Underlying these issues, however,

and directly influencing them, is the group’s self-awareness in

carrying out tasks. (Spear 1988: 27)

These wide ranging advantages are well suited to the humanistic

and holistic goals of the program under consideration. However,

Hafernik (1984) also points to concerns about the effectiveness of

peer editing, including questions of whether students are able to

correct grammatical errors (or whether such errors are reinforced),

negative attitudes, opportunities for plagiarism, and the amount of

classroom time taken up by peer editing. Spear classifies the possible

disadvantages as five interrelated problems:

1. confused expectations about the group’s purpose and the
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individual’s role in it;

2. inability to read group members’ texts analytically;
3. misperceptions about the nature of revision and of writing
as a process;

4. failure to work collaboratively with group members;
5. failure to monitor and maintain group activity. (Spear 1988:
17-18)

Lundstrom and Baker (2009) highlight the neglected issue of

differences in language proficiency or cultural expectations, pointing

out that students at different proficiency levels differ in their

comprehension and use of feedback, while students familiar with a

teacher-centered paradigm might resist group-centered peer review

activities and thus fail to derive the advantages of the peer response

approach (2009: 32). Moffat (1968) also observes that young writers,

while being able to identify problems well, often lack the

understanding necessary to solve the problems and as a result either

make shallow suggestions or become over critical. Such inability also

applies to groupwork itself, students often being inexperienced in

working together in a collaborative relationship.

These advantages and problems were examined in this research

study and are discussed in Section 4.

2.2. Training

Just as students cannot be expected to appear on day one of a

language program with expert self-assessment skills or learning

strategies, it is unlikely that they will be able to make constructive

comments on their peer’s compositions without guidance and

instruction. Mulligan and Garofalo (2011) therefore call for close

monitoring of the collaborative writing process, with checklists and
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well-defined guidelines, while Liu and Hansen (2005: 22) point out

that “students who have been trained in peer response, are quite

capable of making useful suggestions about their peers’ drafts”.

Spear (1988) finds that while interaction helps students to share

ideas, communicate meaningfully, and obtain different perspectives on

their writing, there are a number of factors that are potential

inhibitors of successful peer discussion. These include “a tradition of

teacher-centered education, students’ genuine puzzlement over what

constitutes quality in writing and thinking, suspicion about the

teacher’s motives, along with self-consciousness, self-doubt, and

timidity” (1988: 7). For this reason, peer editing should be seen as a

skill requiring guidance and practice. For Spear, such training is time

well spent, since she views peer collaboration as “perhaps the most

neglected yet essential feature of preparation for professional life. (…)

Writing and collaboration are, in practice, the same thing” (1988: 9).

2.3. Peer-feedback vs teacher feedback

When asking whether peer response “leads to the quality revisions

that justify the use of class time”, Liu and Hansen (2005: 25) answer

in the affirmative, especially when students have received training.

They cite a study in which peer-only feedback was compared with

teacher-only feedback and found to be more meaningful and long

lasting. While teacher feedback promoted short-term corrections in

grammar and mechanics, revisions based on peer feedback helped to

improve content, organization, and vocabulary. Zhang (2011) also

found that teacher feedback tended to be product- rather than

process-oriented, and was at times viewed as “an unrewarding

chore” (2011: 364) when students held little regard for teacher

feedback and found it difficult to understand or apply to their

writing. Spear mentions that even when students are reluctant to
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give feedback, they do in fact learn from each other: “Research not

only seems to uphold the common-sense conclusion that students

receiving feedback show more improvement in writing than those

who don’t; it also gives the edge to peer over teacher feedback”

(Spear 1988: 131). As with the other issues mentioned in this section,

this one was investigated in the current study, though with differing

results; students saw grammar as overwhelmingly important and

(perhaps for this reason) preferred teacher feedback.

The findings of this literature review are significant in that they

suggest that the advantages of peer editing may outweigh the

disadvantages, especially if appropriate training is offered. In addition

to the extra feedback, the meaningful and focused interaction, and

the opportunity for reflection, the actual act of giving feedback may

be the most beneficial aspect. Despite the time taken in training

students and the classroom time spent in carrying out peer editing,

this student-centered approach can be an effective means of

promoting writing skills, irrespective of proficiency levels and prior

experience with peer response activities.

3. Methods

Building upon the findings in the previous section, this study set

out to examine the effectiveness of peer editing across the range of

majors and abilities present in a university Freshman English

program, in the hope that the advantages of peer feedback could be

maximized in terms of written work and overall language learning,

and the disadvantages identified and formatively addressed. In order

to do this, peer editing activities and checklists were included in each

unit of the two in-house course books, providing step-by-step

training and practice. These activities and checklists began by

focusing on paragraph format, and gradually introduced aspects such
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as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and other basic grammar, as

the course progressed. Teachers gave basic training in the use of

these checklists and encouraged students to give constructive

feedback, often varying the peer editing method in order to promote

greater effectiveness and comprehension. Students began the peer

editing process by exchanging books and working on each other's

text, examining only paragraph format. This method was gradually

extended by asking students to work on the same text in pairs, and

later in groups, looking for an increasing number of factors, thus

maximizing the extent and effectiveness of the feedback.

The time chosen for this investigation was towards the end of a

two semester speaking-and-writing program. By this time, students

had given peer feedback on various different types of compositions,

starting with single paragraphs and emails, and leading up to

autobiographies, reviews, cover letters and personal statements.

In the first stages of this study, during the second semester of the

second year of the program, instructors were invited to give a

questionnaire to their students (Appendix A) covering issues that had

been identified as significant by earlier research studies, the aim

being to discover the relevance of these issues to this particular EFL

situation. A focus group of teachers then discussed the findings of

the student questionnaire in a semi-structured format (Appendix B)

and made proposals for applying them to the program. Of the 25

instructors on the Freshman English program, five took up this

invitation, giving the questionnaire to 568 students. The questionnaire

was written in English and in Korean3 and contained 17 questions,

the first 15 of which enquired about linguistic, affective, cognitive,

and social aspects of peer editing, including issues identified by

earlier studies. Participants were asked to respond on a five-point

3 The Korean version was prepared by a Korean professor with qualifications

and experience in TEFL. This professor was aware of the aims, philosophy,

methods, and processes of the program.
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scale, ranging from “1 = Yes, absolutely” to “5 = No, not at all.”

Questions 16 and 17 were open-ended questions, asking students to

identify the advantages and disadvantages of peer editing as they

perceived them.

Questionnaires are notoriously ambiguous (Dörnyei 2003), both from

the perspective of the designer, who must ensure that the items

address single issues, while being clear, comprehensible, meaningful,

and neutral, and for the student, who might be confused about the

meaning of the items (if written only in the target language) or the

researcher/teacher’s expectations, or who might wish to dispense

with what is perceived as an irrelevant, decontextualized activity as

quickly as possible. The researcher was aware of such problems and

therefore used simple, direct language, refraining from any “don’t

you” style questions, since the possible responses could cloud the

intended meaning of the responder.4 The final two open-ended

questions gave students the opportunity to provide their own input

on the perceived advantages and disadvantages of peer editing.

The 568 students who completed the questionnaire were

representative of the 4.500 Freshman population, coming from 39

different classes of various majors.5 These students were typically 19

years old, having recently graduated from girls’, boys’, and mixed

gender high schools in and around Daegu, though a small number

were older, having studied for an extra year to retake the university

entrance exam or having postponed participation on the program until

their final year in university.6 In addition, some male students had

4 “Yes, I don’t” and “No, I do” are common constructions in the Korean language,

so that there is a danger of L1 interference when students respond to a “Don't

you” question.
5 There was a maximum of 20 students in each class, though some had as

few as 12 students. Individual classes consisted mostly of students from similar

or identical majors.
6 Students were required to take the Freshman English program in order

to graduate.
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returned to the university after serving their military service and

were taking this opportunity to take Freshman English classes.7 The

great majority of students had little or no experience of writing in

English, since the English section of the university entrance exam

focused on reading and listening and high school tuition was largely

test-driven (Wangee Choi 2006). However, a significant minority had

received writing instruction and were quite competent, some of them

having studied abroad. Students who had scores of 700 or above on

the Test Of English for International Communication (TOEIC) could

be exempted from the program, but some chose to take it anyway.

Instructors therefore had to cater for a wide range of written skills,

from very basic to upper intermediate, and peer editing was seen as

a possible means of facilitating written growth at all these levels.

Data from the questionnaires was analyzed after the end of the

semester and the results presented in spreadsheet form to the five

participating teachers, who formed a focus group the following

semester to discuss the implications for the program.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Student questionnaire

Before detailing responses to specific questions on the questionnaire

it is instructive to examine the overall results in order to identify

any major trends. Thus, the collected responses to questions 1 to 15

7 Military service is (at the time of writing) compulsory for Korean males

and usually causes them to interrupt their studies in their first or second

year in university. Conscription can last for up to two years, with the result

that students returning to university have often forgotten much of what they

learned in high school and can present particular linguistic and attitudinal

problems for the language instructor, though some return with increased

motivation and a more mature attitude to learning.
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(Figure 1) show a predominance of positive answers, with “1” and

“2” averaging 58 percent between them, and the combined negative

results (4” and “5”) averaging 13 percent. The neutral “3” responses

averaged 29 percent, and there were only 10 cases in which a

question was not answered (“no” in Figure 1). This would seem to

indicate a general awareness and appreciation of the benefits of peer

editing by the tertiary EFL students who completed the

questionnaire.

Figure 1 Overall results of questions 1 to 15

1 = Yes, absolutely, 2 = Yes, on the whole, 3 = So-so (sometimes), 4 = No,

not much, 5 = No, not at all, no = no response.

The averaged profile of responses for questions 1 to 15, as shown

in Figure 2, shows a pattern that is replicated in most of them,

beginning with a small number of “5” responses, climbing almost

logarithmically through the “4” and “3”, before peaking on “2” and

declining to “1”, coming to rest usually below the point reached by

the “3” responses. The overall tendency is therefore affirmative in

terms of student perceptions of the benefits of peer editing; a
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consensus of “Yes, on the whole” is qualified by “So-so

(sometimes)” and then “Yes, absolutely”.

Figure 2 Profile of responses to questions 1 to 15

Such a general view of the results can be a useful starting point

for evaluating the participants' perceptions of the effectiveness of

peer editing, though it ignores individual deviations in the questions.

Thus, closer examination of Figure 1 shows that responses to

questions 3, 11, and 15 are more markedly in the affirmative than for

the other 12 questions. These three sets of responses indicate a

strong preference for group editing (Q3, 72 percent), and widespread

reference to the peer feedback when writing the second draft (Q11,

75 percent), suggesting that peer editing was achieving the stated

program goals for most students. In Q15, however, the highest

positive score of all indicates that 80 percent of students preferred

teacher feedback, a result that seems to contradict other research

findings. Comments in the open-ended Q16 (advantages) show that

these particular responses mask a general appreciation of the benefits

of peer editing and that teacher feedback is seen as an expert and

necessary reference point.

Despite these positive results, it is important to remember that the
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overall and specific question response profiles can hide important

information about individual students and groups of students, with

their different learning needs and perceptions of those needs. For

example, the response profile for Q11 (“When other students edit

your first draft, do you use their suggestions to change your writing

in the next draft?”) shows a strong positive response (Figure 3),

with some classes (e.g. Chemical Engineering, Russian, and Physics)

having no negative responses at all, while others have a significant

proportion of the 9 “No, not at all” responses and the 32 “No, not

much” responses, producing different response profiles for those

individual classes. However ‘insignificant’ these results might appear,

it is important for policy makers and teachers to be aware of such

localized variations, in order to tailor the learning environment to all

their students.

Figure 3 Profile of responses to question 11

Returning to the overall results, the majority of responses followed

the profile shown in Figure 2, indicating that students liked peer

editing (Qs 1 and 2), they found it useful for checking grammar,

paragraph format, clarification of ideas, and organization (Qs 5, 6, 7,

and 8), and they felt that it helped them think about content and
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5. No, not
at all

4. No, not
much

3. So-so
(sometimes)

2. Yes, on
the whole

1. Yes,
absolutely

17 130 199 164 58

3% 23% 35% 29% 10%

improved their writing as whole (Qs 9, 10, and 12). Responses to

questions 4, 13, and 14 were notable in having less positive

responses than the average, with Q4 in particular (“Do you discuss

about the peer editing in English?”) having the lowest number of

positive responses and the highest number of negative responses

(Table 1), though still preserving the general profile.

Table 1 Responses for Q4 of the student questionnaire

These results raise the question of the use of the L1 in the EFL

writing class, an issue that had previously been left to the

professional judgment of the instructors, since there were arguments

for and against the use of Korean while performing peer editing. On

the one hand the Teaching English Through English policy of the

Ministry of Education and the need for many university students to

attend English-medium lectures and study English-medium

textbooks, called for an immersion-style learning environment. On

the other hand, Yigzaw (2012) cites numerous studies in favor of the

focused use of the L1 at the pre-writing stage, in terms of greater

generation of ideas, improved overall score, content, language,

organization, vocabulary and mechanics, while Guerrero and Villamil

(2000: 54) see the first language as “a powerful tool of semiotic

mediation” . For these reasons, the focus group of teachers

recommended continuing with the current policy, encouraging

instructors to monitor use of the L1, especially with more proficient

learners, and to ensure that students were always ‘on-task’ when

using their native language.

Questions 13 (“Does peer editing make you more confident about
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5. No,
not at all

4. No, not
much

3. So-so
(sometimes)

2. Yes, on
the whole

1. Yes,
absolutely

Q 10 75 228 190 76

13 1.7% 13% 40% 33% 13%

Q 13 80 204 185 81

14 2% 14% 36% 32% 14%

your writing?”) and 14 (“Does peer editing make you more motivated

to write?”) also had below-average positive responses (46 percent)

and significantly high neutral scores of 40 and 36 percent

respectively (Table 2). Improvement of student confidence and

motivation were key aims for the program, so this result led to

discussion in the focus group about affective barriers, particularly

since the “No, not much” responses matched the “Yes, absolutely”

responses in number.

Table 2 Responses for Questions 13 and 14

As with the initial investigation of overall trends, the results of

questions 13 and 14 point to a weakness in the use of numerical

analysis to determine policy, since the attempt to serve the ‘greater

good’ by deriving a ‘one size fits all’ approach ignores the fact that

all learners have unique learning needs, backgrounds, proficiencies,

preferences, and learning styles. While it can be convenient to

discount 2 percent of “No, not at all” students, for example (Table

2), the fact is that peer editing did not help these students with their

confidence or motivation, and their needs deserve to met just as

much as those of other students.

Further examination of the responses to questions regarding the

benefits of peer editing (Qs 1-3, 5-14), shows that of 7,394

responses, 918 were either “No, not at all” or “No, not much,”

showing that more than 12 percent of students felt that peer editing

was ineffective to some extent. A more detailed student-by-student
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analysis would be required in order to discover whether these were

always the same students or different students with different

learning needs. However, the point is that whatever the overall rate

of acceptance and appreciation, a significant number of individual

students voiced their concern in the questionnaire and articulated

these concerns in Q17 (disadvantages). These considerations

confirmed the program policy of matching the learning content to the

individual students by encouraging instructors to be flexible in their

interpretation of the syllabus and to provide appropriate learning

affordances (Van Lier 2000), rather than requiring everyone to

achieve the same goals.

A weakness of closed questions is that they exclude other possibly

significant information. The open-ended questions 16 and 17 were

thus useful, in that they identified issues seen by students as

important, attracting 374 (Q16) and 371 (Q17) responses, and

showing that 65 percent of students were willing and able to

comment (mostly in English) on the advantages and disadvantages of

peer editing.

Trend-based analysis of responses to Q16 (“What are the

advantages of peer editing for you?”) allowed them to be classified

into 7 types: no stress (29); sharing ideas (54); help from peers (47);

correcting grammar and errors (83); improvement (80); other (68);

and nothing (13). The first of these is typified by the response

“Editing with peers is less burdensome than the teacher’s correction,”

showing that an emphasis on a non-threatening learning environment

was welcome enough to merit comment by 29 students. ‘Sharing

ideas’ and the related ‘help from peers’ were also seen as significant

advantages, with responses such as “Peer editing can give good

relation each other. And that is help improve our edit skills” and

“They find mistakes that I can’t find for myself.” The unclassified

‘other’ responses (68) mentioned topics such as clarification,
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motivation, creativity, and organization. However, the greatest

number of responses focused on the correction of grammar and

errors (83) and improvement in general (80): “I can find out about

grammar mistakes I hadn't seen” and “Peer editing helps me

improve my writing.” This focus was confirmed in responses to Q

17, in which the single word “grammar” was written in 11 cases,

and doubts about the accuracy of peer editing were voiced by 72

students.

Results for Q17 (“What are the disadvantages of peer editing for

you?”) were also classified into seven types: not serious (14); lack of

understanding (84); incorrect (72); grammar (11); nothing (43); not

helpful (69); and other (77). In the first of these classifications,

students expressed concern that some group members were not

taking peer editing seriously: “Doing peer editing, sometimes we are

chatting other people,” while ‘not helpful’ responses claimed that peer

editing was not a valuable use of lesson time, in contrast to the 43

‘nothing’ responses that indicated complete approval of peer editing

(no disadvantages). The 69 ‘not helpful’ responses were typified by a

concern about the peer’s non-expert status and lack of competence in

English: “If peer’s level isn’t appropriate to do editing, it will not be

helpful each other,” and “We’re not native, so it can ruin our english

skills.” Such responses indicated that these students were not content

to trust to the step-by-step approach in which the skills were

introduced gradually and in a comprehensible manner, but demanded

expert knowledge from each other in every area of linguistic ability.

This attitude was mirrored in the popularity of teacher feedback

shown in responses to Q15. The ‘other’ classification in Q17 was also

significant in that various affective concerns were voiced regarding

lack of confidence, shyness, embarrassment, lack of ability, clashes of

opinion, anxiety, anger, and length of time spent on peer editing:

“Embarrassed and shy. Many people don’t want to see their errors.”
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Most of the students who responded to Qs 16 and 17 identified

both advantages and disadvantages. Even those who saw peer

editing as greatly beneficial were aware of problems, mostly in terms

of the unqualified nature of themselves and their peers. While this

attitude could be seen as evidence of unrealistic expectations and a

misunderstanding of the value of scaffolded group work, it was not

altogether surprising, given the teacher-fronted, grammar-translation

model of language education that most students had experienced

prior to entering university.

4.2. Focus group findings

The focus group of five teachers and the researcher met in the

first semester of the third year of the program, having individually

reviewed the results of the student questionnaire from the previous

semester. Their semi-structured discussion was based on the ten

questions in Appendix B, with the freedom to move off topic when

appropriate comments arose. The ten questions were designed to

explore trends appearing in responses to the questionnaire and also

to examine issues identified as significant by earlier researchers.

The first question broached the issue of training for peer editing

and received positive comments from the teachers, who felt that the

step-by-step training approach of the program was proving effective.

They also shared a number of ideas intended not only to make the

peer editing process more accessible, but also to help focus on

format and content rather than grammar. These ideas were

summarized in the ‘three step’ approach suggested by one member of

the focus group: i) Give a compliment; ii) Tell the other person

why; and iii) Ask a question about the writing. Teachers found that

this approach made peer editing more enjoyable and meaningful for

writers and editors, rather than just a fault-finding exercise.
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Another teacher mentioned that asking students to type their final

draft helped them to appreciate the importance of line-spacing, fonts,

and format in general, and this led to discussion about the merits of

handwritten and typed drafts. It was observed that students were

mostly unfamiliar with MS Word (having used the Korean software

“Hangul” for previous word-processing needs) and therefore did not

take advantage of the red and green underlining that highlighted

spelling and grammatical errors. It was suggested that a workshop

in the use of MS Word would be a useful addition to the training in

peer editing that was already being carried out.

Responding to the second question, on the optimum number of

participants, the teachers generally preferred pair work, since some

students did not contribute when the group was too large, and they

described varying methods of peer editing within this structure.

These included both students working on one book at a time, and a

jigsaw approach, in which they passed the book on to another pair

when finished. If this sequence continued around the class, each book

could be edited up to ten times, and students were able to share

their insights with everyone. One teacher also mentioned that

collaborative writing (in groups) facilitated collaborative editing.

Use of the L1 was the topic of the third question, and there was

general agreement that as long as students were on task, the L1

could offer a means of expressing ideas which the students could not

express in the target language. While it was suggested that students

became more comfortable with peer editing if they were allowed to

speak in Korean, it was also pointed out that lesson time was a

valuable opportunity for speaking in English, and students needed to

make the most of this opportunity.

The questions relating to the successfulness of peer editing (Q4)

and the problems involved (Q5) produced overlapping comments,

many of them about the test-based, GMT learning history of the
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students. It was felt that because they were used to summative tests

in high school and had not experienced a process approach to

learning, they expected to write a paragraph quickly and hand it in

immediately for grading or feedback. One teacher explained that she

gave explicit training in brainstorming, outlining, and writing a first

draft, in order to show students that writing is an ongoing process

and that peer editing is an important part of that process, helping

them to continue revising and improving. Further discussion centered

on student perceptions about the importance of grammar and teacher

feedback, as seen in the student questionnaire. One of the main

problems experienced by teachers was breaking the mold of

grammar-based test-preparation and getting students to reflect on

their work, asking questions and modifying the text over time.

However, teachers were agreed that peer editing was definitely

helping students at all levels: “They are definitely benefitting from

doing peer editing. … It’s the most complex thing we ask them to

do, but they’ve go to do it” (Teacher M). “It makes them look at

their work … Peer editing promotes noticing” (Teacher J). Other

comments mentioned the value of organization, and the benefit

obtained from valuing ones ideas and sharing them with classmates.

The benefits of peer editing were also seen as extending across all

proficiency levels (Q6), with higher level students gaining in

confidence through their ability to give advice to their peers, and

lower level students learning how to format a paragraph.

Disadvantages were also described, in that the presence of high-level

students could cause group members to rely on them to do all the

work, while lower level students often subscribed to self-confirming,

negative expectations, focusing exclusively on grammar and

becoming demotivated by their inability to master it.

These observations led naturally into question 7, with its focus on

confidence, motivation, and attitudes. Opinions voiced at this stage
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confirmed that students were becoming more confident, especially

when the ‘three-step’ rule was applied and they gave each other

compliments. However, it was felt that training in the basics of peer

editing was vital, so that students could become confident in what

they were doing, rather than blaming each other for not being

experts in the target language. It was suggested that when students

were given unlimited opportunities (within a given time frame) to

re-edit their work, they became more motivated, while writing a

reflection for each composition that they put in the portfolio at the

back of the book helped them to think about their work and to see

how much they had improved.

Questions eight and nine were glossed over, since students had

shown how they felt about peer editing (Q8) in the questionnaire and

there was little emphasis on self-revision (Q9) in the program.

However, teachers did mention that they usually include a measure

of self-editing in the writing process, in order to help students learn

how to notice things themselves, particularly when they transcribed a

composition from a handwritten draft to a final typed text.

The final question addressed by the focus group concerned the

relative effectiveness of peer editing and teacher feedback. Although

the group unanimously saw the two approaches as complimentary, it

was acknowledged that students preferred teacher feedback (as

shown in the questionnaire). This lack of accountability (identified by

one member of the group as the biggest issue about teaching in

Korea) was seen to be symptomatic of over reliance on the teacher

as the fount of knowledge. This belief had been learned in high

school and caused students to devolve all responsibility to the

teacher. At this point, teacher attitudes to peer editing were also

brought up when it was pointed out that if the teacher was not

enthusiastic or serious about peer editing this would encourage the

students to dismiss it as a waste of time, and would be a
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self-fulfilling prophecy on the part of the teacher.

The focus group provided valuable commentary on the findings of

the student questionnaire and on the group members' experience of

using peer editing in their classes. The consensus was unreservedly

in favor of peer editing as an integral part of the writing process,

and group members offered a wealth of ideas and strategies for

making peer response more enjoyable, meaningful, and effective. One

member even commented, “I didn’t know what to expect, but I got a

lot out of it. Listening to all these ideas, I’ve been making notes and

thinking about trying these things” (Teacher J).

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

In line with earlier research, the results of this study suggest that

peer editing offers an effective means of satisfying the holistic and

academic writing goals of an EFL Freshman English program,

though this effectiveness is qualified by possible problems which

must be addressed by policy makers and instructors. On the one

hand, it was found that the majority of students who gave and

received feedback on each other’s writing after appropriate training

perceived that they were developing meaningful writing and learning

strategies, in addition to benefiting from the interactive nature of

scaffolded group work. They also appreciated the non-threatening

aspect of peer correction and other affective and social advantages.

On the other hand, consistent concerns about grammatical accuracy

and the expertise of peers revealed not only a perception of language

as code that is typical of the teacher-fronted, GTM approach of high

school English lessons, but also a view of the teacher as the fount

of grammatical knowledge. Added to these core beliefs were a

number of responses expressing fear, shyness, anxiety, and
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embarrassment at the prospect of having to show one’s written work

to a classmate and accept possible incorrect and erroneous feedback.

The focus group of teachers concluded that the advantages of peer

editing far outweighed the disadvantages, and that the program

should continue to include peer editing in its process-writing

approach, because of its valuable role in helping students reflect on

their learning, understand the process aspect of writing, and become

accountable for their work. The participating teachers shared many

ideas about training, collaboration, the use of the L1 while peer

editing, problems and successes, proficiency levels, confidence,

motivation, student/teacher attitudes, and effective methods of

promoting peer editing. It was also acknowledged that variations had

appeared between classes and individual students, and that such

differences should be taken into account in order to provide the

optimum learning experience for as many students as possible. It

was suggested that the emails written by students in Unit 1 of both

books should be used as diagnostic information, allowing instructors

to identify the learning needs and preferences of their students. They

could then tailor the syllabus and the writing process to their

students, helping them to use peer editing in ways that were most

beneficial to them. This conclusion was in line with the ethos of the

program, which recognized the uniqueness of every student and

every learning situation and aimed to develop individual cognitive,

affective, social, and linguistic growth.

This study can be described as an action research case study,

since; i) it attempted to modify the learning environment in a

positive manner, based on student and teacher feedback; and ii) it

was conducted in a unique EFL situation, in terms of program

syllabus, student backgrounds, university ethos, and teacher profiles.

While the study was designed to give formative feedback to teachers

and policy makers on this particular program, and while there can be
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no claim of unmodified application of the findings to EFL situations

in general, it is nevertheless suggested that replication of the study

in similar situations might reveal similar positive trends and that the

observations of the focus group might be relevant for teachers

attempting to use peer editing in EFL college contexts with similar

holistic and academic goals, particularly those which find themselves

advocating those goals within a test-driven education system in

which grammar and vocabulary are the main markers of language

proficiency. In this case, this study would appear to suggest that

despite their GMT learning history, freshman university students in

Korea and other EFL countries are capable of and willing to adapt to

a student-centered paradigm in which autonomy and collaboration in

process writing are fostered by guided peer editing.
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Appendix A: Peer editing: Questionnaire

Please answer the questions and mark your answers (1 to 5) in the boxes.
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자기가 쓴 글을 동료(클래스메이트)가 읽어보고

첨삭하는 것이 좋은가요?

2

Do you like peer editing other students’

writing? 다른 학생의 글을 읽어보고 첨삭(수정)

해 주는 것이 좋은가요?

3

When peer editing with a partner or a group,

do you edit together? 짝이나 조별로 동료 첨삭

(수정)을 할 때 함께 수정하고 체크하나요?

4

Do you discuss about the peer editing in

English? 동료 첨삭과정에서 서로 영어로 이야

기 나눕니까?

5

Does peer editing help you correct your

grammar? 동료 첨삭이 자신의 문법을 바로잡는

데 도움 됩니까?

6

Does peer editing help you with paragraph

format? 동료 첨삭이 문단 형식을 잘 갖추는데

도움 됩니까?

7

Does peer editing help you to clarify your

ideas? 동료 첨삭이 자신의 생각을 명확히 표현

하는데 도움 됩니까?

8

Does peer editing help you organize your

ideas? 동료 첨삭이 자신의 생각을 잘 정리하는

데 도움 됩니까?

9

Does peer editing help you think about the

content? 동료 첨삭이 자신의 글 내용에 대해

생각하도록 도움 줍니까?

10

Does peer editing help you improve your

writing? 동료 첨삭이 자신의 글쓰기를 향상하

는데 도움되나요?

11

When other students edit your first draft, do

you use their suggestions to change your

writing in the next draft? 다른 학생들이 자신

의 초안을 첨삭했을 경우, 다음 단계 수정본을

작성할 때 그러한 수정제안사항을 사용해서 쓰

나요?

12

When you edit someone else’s first draft, does

it help you think about your own first draft?

다른 학생의 초안을 첨삭할 때, 자기 자신의

글에 대해서도 생각하게 도와주나요?

13

Does peer editing make you more confident

about your writing? 동료 첨삭은 영어 쓰기에

대해 스스로 더 자신감을 갖도록 합니까?
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14

Does peer editing make you more motivated

to write? 동료 첨삭은 스스로의 글쓰기에 대해

더 동기부여를 하나요?

15
Do you prefer teacher feedback? 교수님의

첨삭을 더 선호합니까?

16
What are the advantages of peer editing for you?

동료 첨삭의 장점과 자신에게 득이 되는 것은?

17
What are the disadvantages of peer editing for you?

동료 첨삭의 약점은 무엇인가요?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. 본 설문지를 작성해 주셔서

감사합니다.

Appendix B. Peer editing: Focus group questions

1. Do you train the students in peer editing?

2. Do you ask students to peer edit separately, in pairs, or in groups?

· Does peer editing help collaboration?

· Are collaborative groups more effective in peer editing?

3. Do you allow students to peer edit in Korean if they wish?

4. To what extent is peer editing successful with your students?

· Detecting problems

· Giving feedback

· Suggesting alternatives

· Correcting grammar

· Modifying format

· Improving content

· Clarifying ideas (negotiation of meaning)

· Increased text length

5. What are the problems with peer editing for your students?

6. How does proficiency level affect peer editing?

7. Does peer editing have any effect on confidence, motivation, or

attitudes?

8. How do the students feel about peer editing?

9. Is peer editing as effective as self-revision?

10. Is peer editing as effective as teacher feedback?
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